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citizen, he wanted
to look young and

act younger in
order to surprise
dharmendra who

was over 70 years.
but dharmendra

refused to change
his clothes.

eventually, the
two actors had a

quarrel and it
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affected their
relations.

dharmendra and
kanti parted ways
amicably. later,

kanti realised his
mistake and
apologised to
dharmendra.
talking about

dharmendra, he
proved his value
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as an actor once
again with his role
in mirch masala.

the movie showed
the transition of

dharmendra from
a soft-spoken,

rustic farmer to an
ambitious,

successful actor.
the film had
dharmendra
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playing a
character called
“vinod” as he
deals with the
corruption and

nepotism in
bollywood. the

famous dialogues,
such as “dekho,
unge sath se kya
ho, tumko dafa

lagaye hai” (look,
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what you need to
do is to steal. you

can even do it
legally), were very
much relatable to

real life. the
reason why the
above dialogues

were so, was
simply because

they were on the
set of the film,
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where dharmendra
just came from the

shooting of
suhaani si, the

movie in which he
essayed the role of

the owner of the
photo studio. he

had been asked to
perform one last
scene in the last

shoot. the
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dialogue that is
quoted above is a
phrase used by

dharmendra in the
film. another

famous line from
mirch masala is

“aani daudhne ka
jawaan sakta hai”
(the good will is
destined for the

good). the line was
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preceded by a look
at shammi kapoor

and his son
jeetendra. such
film dialogues
proved that

dharmendra had
been listening to

people and
actively looking to

the society for
guidance. when it
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comes to
dharmendra, age
doesn’t matter
and he always

manages to show
that. for his 68th

birthday, he
hosted a dinner

party with his co-
stars like sanjay

dutt and juhi
chawla as guests
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of honour. he even
entertained his

90-year-old
brother rajendra
khanna on his

birthday party as
he had appeared

in many of his
films. 5ec8ef588b
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